
CLINGENDAEL
PIANO
CONCERTS
2020 – ARE YOU JOINING IN?

CRAZY INITIATIVES PRESENTS

WHY
We have busy lives. Peace of mind and 
tranquility are hard to find. People are stressed 
and have burn-outs. Balance is needed for 
healthier and happier lives and businesses.

HOW
Mindfulness and renewal is linked to nature. By 
connecting nature and music, a place and time is 
created to revive balance, away from the 
day-to-day hectic.

WHAT
Pianist Marnix van de Poll will perform a series of 
outdoor concerts in Park Clingendael, The Hague. 
The concerts free the mind and create inspiring 
and connecting moments for visitors.

This year the Clingendael Concerts will be a 
son-et-lumiere: open air piano concerts 
combined with a light show. 60 minutes of music 
by Simeon ten Holt, Philip Glass, Rachmaninov 
and improvisations by the pianist. 
4 days, 19 - 22 Augustus 2020, 2.000 visitors.

FOREST CATHEDRAL
In Park Clingendael our location is an open slightly 
sunken natural arena surrounded by huge ancient 
old trees. The trunks are like pillars, the canopy 
at tens of meters high seems to be vaults. We 
call this place the forest cathedral, because of its 
impressive and meditative appearance.

WWW.CRAZYINITIATIVES.NL

LIGHT SHOW
The location will be highlighted as a natural 
cathedral. Nature changes, the enchanting light 
design changes with the music, and visitors are 
given all the space they need to go where the 
music goes. We start at dusk and when the sun 
goes down the place will feel bigger and bigger.

JOIN 2020
We invite parties to join in and make the concerts 
happen together with us. We seek partners who 
are able to connect to the WHY and to themes 
like mindfulness, traveling, arts & culture, nature or 
sustainability.

We are happy to give back. Maximum visibility, 
hosting your connections during the concerts, 
a toast and a meet & greet with the artist are 
amongst the ideas. Let’s co-create together!

SUCCES THREE EDITIONS 
Earlier editions took place in the magnificent 
Japanse Garden also in Park Clingendael. In total 
over three editions we organised 33 concerts for 
5.000 visitors. People were moved and touched. 

Link to the film in the Japanse Garden

CRAZY INITIATIVES
Our foundation makes cultural projects that aim 
to connect and inspire. Based in Amsterdam we 
operate in special locations nation wide.

http://www.crazyinitiatives.nl
https://youtu.be/kHHjOaKOu84

